
 

 

AAF Dallas Diversity & Multicultural Initiatives, 2018-2019 

The political climate around the election, The Black Lives Matter and movements were the launch point to join and 

take action for the current co-chairs of Diversity & Inclusion two years ago. Although each term to a board position 

is only one, voluntary year, they felt a second term was needed, not because they had figured out how to solve the 

world’s problems involving racism, prejudice or advertising’s diversity problem, but because they had learned so 

much of the work left to do. 

The 2018-2019 AAF Dallas Diversity & Inclusion Committee is made up of Farhan Rehmani (Exhibit 1) and Jorge 

Rosales. (Exhibit 2) Farhan is a digital advertising veteran, spending 18 years as a media planner/buyer and in 

digital media sales. Jorge Rosales is an award-winning art director and brand creative at The Richards Group. Jorge 

has worked on multicultural campaigns for clients such as Keurig/Dr. Pepper, Fiat Chrysler Group, The Home Depot 

and Metro PCS.  

Year one was filled with leveling the playing field; ensuring there were equal number of men and women at a table 

and making sure more than one ethnicity was present at any conversation. What Farhan and Jorge learned was 

that diversity goes beyond just gender and ethnicity, that you can’t have diversity without inclusion and the factors 

that take part in a true vision that mirrors the advertising landscape in Dallas today. Members only serve one term 

and in the grand scope of it all twelve months is barely any time at all to tackle all these issues. Farhan and Jorge 

needed a structured “playbook”, if you will, for any and all future board members who would ever chair Diversity 

& Inclusion. The first step towards a common goal for this and any future terms was a mission statement: 

“Build a better advertising community through the very people in it” 

With the mission created the AAF Dallas’ Diversity and Inclusion goals for 2018-2019 came into shape and fruition: 

1. True advertising community representation at all AAF-driven luncheons, galas, happy hours, 

events and programs. 

2. Increase communications bandwidth and social reach of AAF Dallas’ events. 

3. Form substantial Dallas communities and national alliances that share in the vision of AAF 

Dallas’ Diversity and Inclusion board. 

4. Create a safe space for difficult topics to be discussed respectfully and a community where 

Diversity and Inclusion solely are the object of discussion whilst highlighted at the forefront.  



 

 

5. Create an unforgettable moment for Diversity and Inclusion at AAF Dallas’ biggest event of the 

year, the ADDYs that will live on in future ADDYs. 

6. Unite efforts and vision of diversity boards for both AAF Dallas and AD2Dallas. 

7. Ingratiate ourselves with students of all levels interested or majoring in advertising or 

marketing. 

 

Program 1: True advertising community representation at all AAF-driven luncheons, galas, happy hours, events 

and programs. 

Goals: AAF Dallas’ programs are always bountiful in our greatest resource of information and experience, which 

are Dallas advertising professionals and leaders, but aren’t always best represented in terms of who is in it and 

what the actual advertising landscape may be. We wanted to ensure all Dallas professionals were represented in 

our programs while offering a variety of stories that would be richer based on the diverse backgrounds. 

Target Audience: AAF event attendees and Dallas advertising community. 

Strategy/Execution: Implement requirements and protocol when events are still in the planning stage, I.E. when 

themes for events are being decided, panelists to speak are being chosen or topics are being contemplated.  

Results: We were able to ensure AAF Dallas sponsored events were true to the changing landscape of Dallas 

advertising. AAF Dallas’ monthly events (luncheons, happy hours, ceremonies, etc.) are a great fountain of 

knowledge, given the panels speaking at them on various themes. As the Diversity & Inclusion committee, we’ve 

pushed and made sure the panelists covered, not only the matter at hand, but came from varied backgrounds and 

experience. This gave our members richer stories and a glimpse into unexpected insights. (Exhibit 3) 

We also work with the Programs Co-Chairs from early stages of planning to cover all bases and ensure a 

memorable event for the advertising community and AAF members. Working with Programs co-chairs is now 

standard operating procedure when deciding direction of programs and events for AAF Dallas. 

 

Program 2: Increase communications bandwidth and social reach of AAF Dallas’ events. 

Goals: AAF Dallas’ events are themed with a central message all members and attendees can walk away with. 

There’s a handout at every luncheon in the shape of a newsletter. (Exhibit 4) Our goal was to reserve space on the 



 

 

newsletter, further adding to the topic being discussed by interesting people and perspectives.  

Target Audience: AAF Members and event attendees. 

Strategy/Execution: Taking advantage of the already existing newsletter that is given as a handout and email, we 

were able to interview an advertising professional.  

Results: We added an entirely new section (Exhibit 4) to also highlight professionals that perhaps couldn’t attend 

or speak at our events. We called this section the ‘Diversity and Inclusion Section’. We asked advertising 

professionals of all backgrounds to answer the same questions. Given different backgrounds, experience and 

disciplines within advertising the answers were never the same and truly showed how a person more than just 

questions drive what makes our stories so compelling. We foresee this initiative to be used in the future and 

continue living within the AAF Dallas newsletter handouts.  

Program 3: Form substantial Dallas communities and national alliances that share in the vision of AAF Dallas’ 

Diversity and Inclusion board 

Goals: As fellow Dallasites, we recognize the potential of Dallas’ future among the advertising giants of New York, 

Chicago or Los Angeles. We want and need Dallas to be on the same level as those cities, so it is crucial we can 

observe and learn from these cities and its leaders. One of the leading examples and groups that puts this 

sentiment into action is the Marcus Graham Project. (Exhibit 5) 

The Marcus Graham Project began in 2007 by a fellow Dallasite and advertising leader, Lincoln Stephens. (Exhibit 

6) The goal was simple, to create a national network of industry professionals to bring in diversity and help African 

Americans earn professions into seemingly boring, cookie-cut advertising companies. The Marcus Graham Project 

is going strong for over 10 years now and through a series of programs and networks has gained national notoriety 

(Exhibit 7) for their goal and programs.  

One of Marcus Graham’s programs is the iCR8™, (Exhibit 8) it is specifically designed to provide diverse aspirants in 

the field of marketing and media, including advertising, PR & social media with the exposure and experience 

necessary to solidify careers within the industry.  iCR8™ Programs consist of flagship Summer Boot Camps in Dallas 

and various cities across the nation. These boot camps allow students and young professionals to work in an 

environment where real clients and projects are handled under the supervision and tutelage of an advertising 



 

 

professional. These professionals that oversee the iCR8™ program are volunteers. 

Target Audience: Dallas advertising leadership and potential mentors. 

Strategy/Execution: We have partnered with the Marcus Graham Project to help recruit advertising leaders and 

professionals to become these Boot Camp supervisors and mentors for the Dallas chapter.  

Results: We are currently working to leverage AAF Dallas communications to support a program designated to 

finding leaders and volunteers for the upcoming Summer Camp of iCR8™. We will be in full swing early 2019 

recruiting for the next round of Dallas advertising leadership and mentors.  

Program 4: A Create a safe space for difficult topics to be discussed respectfully and a community where 

Diversity and Inclusion solely are the object of discussion whilst highlighted at the forefront. 

Goals: With Black Lives Matter and #MeToo movements having shown how crucial the proper communication is, 

Farhan and Jorge created a forum where individuals could respectfully approach and discuss issues pertaining to 

diversity and inclusion in the advertising profession in Dallas. This program needed to go beyond conversation 

topics involving Black Lives and #MeToo, it was time to broaden our interviewees and the subjects discussed. 

Target Audience: Advertising professionals, AAF members, advertising community, general public. 

Strategy/Execution: Using our established AAF Dallas Reddit account (Exhibit 9), we could now take advantage of 

AMAs. AMA is short for “Ask Me Anything”. (Exhibit 10) It is a forum created by an individual who is willing to 

answer any question presented to him or her for a specified amount of time on the subject of his or her choosing. 

AMA participants usually involve celebrities, creators, engineers, CEO’s, but is not only limited to high profile 

individual; anyone can conduct an AMA session. 

Results: We began the program “AAF Dallas Reddit AMA.” We handpicked individuals representing all walks of life 

and multiple fields of expertise surrounding marketing and advertising around Dallas. We then allowed them to 

host an AMA and answer any and all questions. We expected simple questions that were related to the simple 

who, what, when and why of our AMA hosts. The inherent anonymity from participants asking the question 

encouraged them to ask question of real subject matter that may have been too delicate a topic if the interview 

had been in-person. In our first AMA session of 2018 we had the pleasure of asking questions to with brand 

manager, DeShaun Artis. (Exhibit 11) Along with being a brand manager DeShaun Artis is also founder and CEO of 

The L.I.T. Scholarship program, (Exhibit 12) a non-profit whose purpose is to reward scholarships to junior and 



 

 

senior college students. He and The L.I.T. Scholarship program have been highlighted and covered by publications 

and even a short documentary. During DeShaun’s AMA session we garnered 36 questions from 14 curious 

individual in only a 30 minutes AMA session, many of which evolved into a healthy conversation within their own 

thread and initial question. The questions ranged from interest DeShaun’s position and responsibility, to how 

potential students could break into the business, but were not limited to asking tough questions regarding, race, 

pseudo-discrimination and the importance of a multicultural mindset in an advertising agency. Several AMA 

participants were even encouraged to apply for the L.I.T. Scholarship itself! (Exhibit 13) We also highlighted Alex 

Yap, (Exhibit 14) a team lead brand manager from the Richards Partners, the non-profit group from The Richards 

Group and recipient of one of the 32 Under 32 advertising professionals in Dallas. Alex also moonlights as a 

performance ballet dancer in Dallas to keep her out of her comfort zone and offers interesting takes on why 

working to stay out of your comfort zone is integral when working with non-profit organizations. Alex’s unique 

position of working for non-profit groups garnered some of the most thoughtful and insightful questions from 

participants. (Exhibit 15) With the success DeShaun and Alex’s AMA had we feel this program will highlight 

different perspectives from professionals regardless of their gender, discipline, ethnicity, religion or sexual 

preference in the best possible forum for any inquiries from advertising professionals and future advertising rock 

stars. Most importantly we were able to create a program with accessible communication, unmatched 

conversational comfort and logistical ease to ensure it continues monthly into the foreseeable future. After Alex’s 

AMA it will be upon us to find new volunteers for new AMA sessions to make sure it runs on future AMA sessions. 

 

Program 5: Create an unforgettable moment for Diversity and Inclusion at AAF Dallas’ biggest event of the year, 

the ADDYs that will live on in future ADDYs. 

Goals: The ADDYs are the AAF Dallas’ biggest night of the year for the Dallas advertising community comes 

together to celebrate the year’s best work. On this night Farhan and Jorge have the privilege and honor of 

presenting The Mosaic Award. This award is to award the best work created that year by a multicultural agency 

that is creating breakthrough work for omni cultural, multicultural and smaller demographics.  Beyond just 

presenting the award, Farhan and Jorge wanted to go above and beyond to make this award, in particular stand 

out even more.  



 

 

Target Audience: AAF Dallas, AAF members, ADDYs event award recipients. 

Strategy/Execution: Keeping with the spirit of exhibiting Dallas talent, Farhan and Jorge partnered with a leading 

multi ethnic agency and last year’s “Best In Show recipient from last year, Richards/Lerma they also wanted to 

team up with local artist to take an already amazing award and make it even more memorable in its presentation 

Results: We were able to strengthen The Mosaic Awards, which is considered the most important award for 

diversity by partnering with locally celebrated artist and muralist Alejandra Camargo. (Exhibit 16) Her work can be 

enjoyed throughout the city (Exhibit 17) and has been recognized by Dallas’ leading magazine, D Magazine.  The 

ADDYs trophy for Dallas is already very unique in that it is shaped like the letter “D” for Dallas, but Alejandra was 

able to interpret what diversity, inclusion and representation was onto the Mosaic trophy itself. Her rendition of 

our goal has resulted in one of the most unique trophies that will be given out at the 2019 ADDYs. (Exhibit 18) In 

future event we plan to continue partnering with local artist for their renditions of our vision on the Mosaic trophy 

as well as sponsored by agency who share our vision. (Exhibit 19) Farhan and Jorge hope that by using a different, 

Dallas artist each year no two Mosaic trophies will ever be alike, despite representing the same mission.  

 

Program 6: Unite efforts and vision of diversity boards for both AAF Dallas and AD2Dallas. 

Goals: Although separate, affiliate organizations, the AAF Dallas and AD2Dallas work very closely and support each 

other’s endeavors. Given that the chairs of AAF Dallas are mirrored by AD2Dallas, we wanted to ensure the same 

message and sentiment was being communicated across our programs. 

Target Audience: AAF Dallas and AD2Dallas Diversity Co-Chairs. 

Strategy/Execution: Aligning vision, message and purpose was only the beginning. We wanted to place a mindset 

and clear path for action as to how to implement them into our organization’s programs and ensure it is continued 

practice. By design Ad2Dallas’ board members are younger than AAF’s and it was pertinent to leverage that 

experience to yield positive results for all of Ad2Dallas’ programs, especially their own Diversity Chairs’ program of 

32 Under 32 and a pod cast where advertising leaders shared perspectives on advertising, diversity, etc.  

Results: Lovingly called the ‘younger arm’ of AAF Dallas, AD2Dallas is also a great organization we often work with 

hand in hand. They too have a diversity committee made up of Barbara Boretsky and Lex Pedraza. (Exhibit 20) 

AD2Dallas has its own initiatives and programs apart from AAF Dallas, yet each event is supported by one another. 



 

 

Despite each organization having independent programs, we were able to ensure the same vision and message: to 

be leading examples of the successes that can be achieved through exemplification and practices of diversification 

and inclusion in the advertising industry. We were more than rejoiced to have offered them a helping hand in two 

of their biggest initiatives as an example to future board members for both Ad2Dallas and AAF Dallas as to how the 

two organizations can symbiotically work together.  

AD2Dallas held the second annual 32 Under 32, intended to call out the rising stars in Dallas’ vast advertising and 

marketing landscape. The winners and recipients of this honor were walking, talking, leading examples of diversity 

and inclusion making a difference. (Exhibit 21) 

We also support AD2Dallas’ efforts in their events where leading thinkers are interviewed over any and all subjects 

revolving advertising and diversity. Referring back to experienced members of AAF Dallas as constant candidates to 

showcase their voice and views has helped launch this event to being noticed and now developed in hand with 

Southern Methodist University. (Exhibit 22) 

Program 7: Ingratiate ourselves with students of all levels interested or majoring in advertising or marketing. 

Goals: We believe there is enough reason to be excited over a career in advertising despite your background or 

social norms. We want to build awareness and counsel towards students for any career path in advertising. Farhan 

and Jorge wanted to ensure that Diversity & Inclusion could be deeply involved in as many programs that stem 

from educations and Dallas schools with students showing interests in a career in advertising, PR or marketing. 

Target Audience: High school and college students in communities with higher population of minorities. 

Strategy/Execution: Efforts of the diversity committee were not just contained to professional organization, 

known agencies and established professionals in the field, but also school and school funded activities were part of 

our outreach. From the education systems, to professors and especially the students themselves should know and 

feel their backgrounds lend to richer stories and experiences worth sharing. Farhan and Jorge decided to dedicate 

a proactive communication towards informing students of the ins and outs of the advertising industry and how to 

break through by becoming speakers on panels and judges for portfolio shows at all levels. 

Results: Farhan and Jorge had the honor being guest speakers for Dallas high school students at an event 

sponsored by the Dallas Police Department. (Exhibit 23) The event takes students leaning towards a creative career 



 

 

and tours Dallas agencies and creative shops. For Jorge, having been raised in south Dallas turned out to be an 

advantage in building rapport with these students.  

Farhan and Jorge were also part of SMU's Temerlin Advertising Institute's presentation of ideas for the AAF 

Foundation garnering more applicants for scholarships. (Exhibit 24) After the presentation, they were able to give 

advice and guidance to those students regarding next steps to making their ideas come to fruition.  

Farhan and Jorge were also invited by AAF Dallas’ Better Business Bureau co-chairs to sit in as judges in their 

student video contest. (Exhibit 25) The contest was made of Dallas-area high schools producing a TV spot based on 

a brief created by the Better Business Bureau. Farhan and Jorge were also invited to present awards and prizes to 

the winning teams at a dinner gala.  

Farhan speaks every year at John Horn High School on career day (Exhibit 26) and although it may not be 

advertising themed conversations, the messaging and importance of diversity and inclusion in any field still comes 

through and is our most important takeaway. Farhan’s main talking:  

1) Write your goals down - it becomes real - figure out how to accomplish those goals  

2) Always look forward to your next step 

3) Make sure it is fulfilling - no job is perfect, but if you have a passion for it, it makes your life satisfying  

Jorge has kept strong ties with his alma mater, The Art Institute of Dallas, and even closer ties with his mentor and 

professor, Dr. Rossini. The Art Institute holds graduations quarterly, and before each of them, hosts portfolio 

nights. 

Conclusion: Farhan and Jorge have been able to carry on the mission of AAF and the Diversity Committee; the AAF 

Dallas Diversity Committee initiated and established a mentality that goes beyond just staffing the immediate 

board more diversely; they ingrained a mentality and standard that anything AAF Dallas does should have the 

approach of being diverse, inclusive and represent all parties fairly. 

In advertising, we focus in making sure our clients’ services and products are heard. In reality we as the advertising 

community want and need the same thing; representation. Representation is absolutely fundamental in what we 

expect from our culture, politics and advertising. Dallas advertising wants to feel seen, heard and valued. Dallas 

advertising and all its contributors deserve representation. 
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